Break-ins beginning for Mobilgas economy run

All students eligible for AAA-sponsored contest; Honor System to be important for observers

This week marks the beginning of the break-in period for the AAA-Mobilgas Economic Run. The contest is to be held April 5-9 over an as yet undisclosed route from Los Angeles to Sun Valley, Idaho. By the theory of Root Mean

Saturday, Feb. 19

3:00 PM Freshman Basketball vs. Redlands at A.2, 1st round of Los Angeles Invitational Tourn-

3:30 PM Men's Tennis vs. Redlands at P.C.C.

4:30 PM Freshmen vs. Redlands at A.2

7:15 PM Vanisty Basketball vs. Redlands

ASCIT dance costume ball on March 6

By popular demand, this week's ASCIT dance will be of a type not seen at Caltech in recent years—a costume ball. It will be held in the Altadena Town and Country Club on March 6, a week from tomorrow, from 9 until 12:30.

Five men were inducted into Phi Kappa Delta

This week the Caltech California Gamma Chapter of the National Fraternity Pi Kappa Delta inducted into its ranks ten new members. They were Alan Joncich, James Short, Bob Ryle, Martin Roth, Ray Orbach, Eugene Rupley, Bill Billingsley, Gary Boyd, Myron Black, and Bruce Miller.

The initiation procedures began yesterday at noon and concluded with a banquet held at the training table last night. There were the characteristic ceremonies and speeches by all the new members as is fitting on such occasions.

Penodum

On sale in the bookstore now is the Fifty-fifth Penodum, which is held every year. Single copies are 30 cents and a subscription for this and the remaining issues of the year are available for $3.

The editors of Penodum also request that copy for the next issue be turned in to the editors as soon as possible. They are:

Bill Barlow and Mike Boughton—Flaming Wink

Leon Vickersman—Paboy

New four year awards set up

A program providing for a minimum of 25 scholarships—eight for entering freshmen and six for four years of study—to be awarded for undergraduate study at the California Institute of Technology, Cornell University, and Columbia University. The California Institute of Technology, has been established by the Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. Foundation of New York. The scholarships will be given to men of high integrity, character, and personality, leadership potential and scientific promise who plan to enter college in the fall of 1953, “Sloan Foundation announcement said.

Sloan awards arise from a prize scholarship of $200 per year for students who need no financial aid, to amounts of $2,000 per year covering tuition, room, and board at the college of their choice.

Whether or not the student will be considered for awards.
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'Ve don't want to say there's a bag of cement' Magoo hits jackpot

By Walt Lee

United Press, Los Angeles

United Press International

PAULA, Calif. (UPI)—In some very enjoyable cartoons, Magoo is famous for his mumbles which arise from a combination of the cement used to build old school with the vision of a bat and the voice of a foghorn.

For the last three years, Magoo cartoons have been directed by Pete Burness, who lives in Los Angeles. By way of Canada, Burness has come to Los Angeles with his wife and two children. Burns is making full use of his experience and flexibility developed in many studio settings to create satire chiefly by use of the distortion in statement.
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FLICKER FLASHES

It is unfortunate that the Saturday Evening Post presents any hayoo pictures. I would love to see a movie that I could put in my heart's content. But I look at it as if I'll never get my wish. Finishing the run seem are two more of the best movies.

I understand that one of the psychology classes has for its final the analysis of the char-acters to "The Quiet Man." I would hate to have that assignment for as I saw it, the character presents quite a problem in understanding. John Wayne, as an ex-fighter who won't fight because he killed another boxer, is plausible but not tremendously intelligent. Barry Fitzgerald is amusing but somewhat unbelievable as the matchmaker- back driver. Maureen O'Hara in real nice to look at if you app­preciate such things. Her broth­er (portrayed by Victor McLag­len) is in many ways the most­likely of the lot. At the risk of sounding insincere I must recommend "The Quiet Man" but nothing entertaining.

For those of you who are McCoy fans there is one in left—a barely-octo­time one. For me the best part of the evening was, naturally, "The Lavender Hill Mob." I don’t think many people will dispute me when I say this is Guiness’s best. And Guiness is his best is the greatest! As a psychological study—the trans­formation from bank employee to the expansive play-boy just has to be seen. This movie indicates that crime may not pay carryon an extremely intellec­tual three and a half hour con­versation.

Ah, Spring! We have heard there have been big rains this weekend for Dabney Lotharius—Mike Anderson has found a heart throbs at the Play­house. Bruce Scott popped up with a charming damsel at the Friday Barn Dance, and Hunter Paul is apparently looking for greater pastures (eastward, a la Scripps, as of last year, Hunter?). It seems that spring comes early in Southern California.

Breezy boys Dresser, Martin, Magagna and friends took off for March AF­house last Saturday for their ROTC physicals. Afterwards, they decided a boat ride would hit the spot. ROTC uniforms notwithstanding, the boys headed for Balboa and hired a speed­boat. From their Smithsonian, they sighted a couple of bathing beauties putting themselves at the mercy. They waved, the girls waved back. The now-damp bride­groom wanted time. The boat turned the boat, plied into Bien­vena’s converted, and took off for the area were the gals were sighted. A sparkling acquis­i­tion team soon developed, but tentative inquiries about the ICC dance brought no results. The girls already had dates with some fast workers from Pleum­ing.

Longdon burns gas Anybody noticed the mileage going up on Paul Longdon’s car lately? Blacker’s leading ath­lete has fallen for a UCLA babe lately? Blackerites, eager for news of this latest, among the gals were the gals who were doing the dating. A sparkling acquis­i­tion team soon developed, but tentative inquiries about the ICC dance brought no results. The girls already had dates with some fast workers from Pleum­ing.

Lender’s mysteries A robust little mystery has been around the area lately. The girls went to PCC and lived happily ever after. So fuzz thing tomorrow, invest 29¢ at your barber’s. You’re bound to like it!

Venus... the drawing pencil preferred by professionals

sharper, cleaner lines

Venus... the drawing pencil preferred by professionals

sharper, cleaner lines

Thicker, paler (undamaged by the medium) Venus Colloidal Process*

The result: a lead that’s not damaged by the medium! Venus Colloidal Process*

Venus Colloidal Process*

Dependable Registered Pharmacists

BREAKFAST, LUNCH, DINNER
882 East California Street
Pasadena 1, California

Here’s a sad cotton tale: poor Paul was in a stew about his hare until his paw moves loose, ugly dandruff. Helps you pass the Finger-Nail

Dependable Registered Pharmacists

25 Years—Serving Techmen Some Location
Carl’s Coltech Barbers
On California Street.
Near Lake

LADY JEWELERS
JEWELRY AND GIFTS
All Watch Repair
An Electric Timing Machine
885 EAST CALIFORNIA ST.
ST Y 8-4353
Formerly Beshy’s

ITALIAN INN
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THE BEST OF ITALIAN FOODS
MODERATE PRICES
Daily 4:00 to 2. Sun. 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
HOURS OF THE PLACE: Monday to Saturday

“Don’t Miss Dino’s Pizza”
Second place looms, Redlands last game

Heading into the home stretch of the current SCIAC basketball race, Tech stands a good chance of copping second place. By the time this paper hits the stands, the Oxy contest will be history and it is hoped it will be for the best. This crucial contest will be (was?) held Tuesday at SCIAC gym. The big one will be on Saturday when Tech tangles with Redlands at 7:30 as the first of a twin bill involving Oxy and Pomona.

Good Chance

Redlands best Oxy by twenty points on their floor last week and hold a lead for second place. However, they meet the leading Poets this Thursday and are decidedly underdogs. Oxy’s only hope is a tie for second with the Dogs and Tech, but the Beavers can run away with the thing if they win these last two contests.

Last game, Seniors!

Redlands is lead by “Squeek” Davis and center Edmondson. They are not an exceptionally good team anywhere but on their home court and can easily be beaten. Tech is better man against almost every position. Playing their last game for the Orange and White are Dave Stevens, Art Britt and John Gee. Art will probably start at guard with Shanks and Dave at forwards with Tyler and Anson. Ready to come in at a moment’s notice will be Gee along with Stevens, Art Britt and John Gee. Tech is better man at almost every position. Playing their last game for the Orange and White are Dave Stevens, Art Britt and John Gee. Art will probably start at guard with Shanks and Dave at forwards with Tyler and Anson. Ready to come in at a moment’s notice will be Gee along with

Madsen, Chambers, Smith and Chow.

Look, listen, Inter!

Everyone should go out and see this last game of a very successful season. It should be a very good game and the one after will also be great. Come out and see next year’s champion, Tech—in action!

The Complete Automotive Service

PINK WORTMAN & SON

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE

PARTS DEPARTMENT

SUNDAYS—8 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
2113 E. Colorado
PASADENA

34 HOUSE PHONE SERVICE

California Monogram Calendars

11" x 15" Full Color Pass—Mailed prepaid. Send $1 to:
Paul Schaffer Enterprises, 6119 Selma Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Marilyn Monroe Calendars

When craving for a fast it takes
A pack or more for me.
But still my mouth feels clean and fresh.
Thank’s Lucky Strikes you see.
Arthur A. Lafl
Amherst College

Nothing-nothing-beats better taste
and LUCKIES TASTIE BETTER!
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a cigarette.

Luckily taste better-cleaner, fresher, smoother!
Whip? Luckies are made better to taste better. And, what’s more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.


So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette... for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher, smoother taste of Lucky Strike...

Be Happy—GO LUCKY!
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Mago cartoons as Sloppy Jalopy and Captain Outrageous. Mago, like most of UP's cartoonists, is not aimed at children. Burnes deals with adult situations by means of sophisticated drawings and narration which stem from the reality of everyday happenings. Burnes, in turning out the long string of Mago cartoons, has developed a wonderful facility for seeing humor in all situations.

Tyler Out
Tech's big hope for points, Jim Tyler, will not be competing in this meet. Kaiser in the shot and Hodges in the javelin are the best bets. Competing in the relays will probably be Gardner, Van Walkley, Munn, Lloyd, and Supple. The Frosh outlook is brighter with sure point getters in the vault, sprints and field. Oxy led by Jim Mathias will be favored.

SPIKERS TO FARE

SCIC when they journey to Whittier for the conference ruckus. They have a team weaker than last year but one with a lot of potential. The competition is terrific this year, what with the usual Oxy powerhouse and the up-and-coming Whittier Foote.

Now...10 Months Scientific Evidence
For Chesterfield

A medical specialist is making regular bi-monthly examinations of a group of people from various walks of life. 45 percent of this group have smoked Chesterfield for an average of over ten years.

After ten months, the medical specialist reports that he observed...

no adverse effects on the nose, throat and sinuses of the group from smoking Chesterfield.

MUCH MINDER

CHESTERFIELD IS BEST FOR YOU
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